X-ray and neutron fiber diffraction has been used to study cellulose as it is converted from its naturally occurring crystal phase, cellulose I, to an activated crystal phase, cellulose III I , by ammonia treatment. The detailed crystal structures determined for cellulose I β , an intermediate ammonia-cellulose I complex, and cellulose III I , reveal a structural transition pathway: hydrogen bonded sheets of chains in cellulose I β slip with respect to each other to accommodate the penetrating ammonia guest molecules in the intermediate complex. On evaporation of ammonia from the intermediate complex, there is a relative small change in chain packing as an inter-sheet ammonia bridge is replaced by an inter-sheet hydrogen bond in cellulose III I . When cellulose III I is heated it converts back to cellulose I β . Both ammonia-cellulose I and cellulose III I have extended chains of cooperative hydrogen bonds in relative open crystal structures that may add to their susceptibility to rapid change.
INTRODUCTION
Cellulose is a major component of the cell walls of higher plants, and is also produced by some bacteria, algae, fungi, amoebae, and sea-animals. Not only is cellulose a basic material in the textile and wood fiber industries, but it also plays important roles in food quality, biobased products, and agriculture. In addition, lignocellulosic biomass, because of its cellulose content, has great potential as a renewable resource for the growing bioethanol industry, with important implications for energy security and for achieving a carbon neutral fuel cycle. A key property of cellulose that dictates how it can be used and how it must be pretreated for use, in these diverse applications, is that it occurs predominantly in the form of high tensile strength microfibrils, nanometers thick and up to millimeters in length. Membrane bound synthase complexes act as biological spinnerets, polymerizing glucose residues into chains and then assembling hydrogen bonded parallel chains into non-soluble, crystalline microfibrils. In plant cell walls the microfibrils are encrusted in lignin and hemicellulose in a complex architecture that, together with the crystallinity of cellulose, makes untreated cellulosic biomass recalcitrant to hydrolysis to fermentable sugars.
Two distinct crystal phases, namely I α and I β , are found in nature. Whereas I α rich specimens are found in the cell walls of some algae and in bacterial cellulose, I β rich specimens have been found in tunicin and higher plants. Although I α corresponds to a one-chain triclinic P1 unit cell (a = 6.717Å, b = 5.962 Å, c = 10.400 Å, α = 118.08°, β = 114.80°, and γ = 80.37°), I β  corresponds to a two-chain monoclinic P2 1 unit cell (a = 7.784Å, b = 8.201 Å, c = 10.38 Å, α = β = 90°, and γ = 96.5°). Both phases, collectively designated cellulose I, are similar in that they contain sheets of parallel hydrogen bonded chains that are stacked on top of each other through hydrophobic interactions [1, 2] . The chains have flexibility around the 1-4 glucosidic linkage between β-D glucosyl residues, but a hydrogen bond between the O3 hydroxyl group of one residue and the O5 ring atom of a neighboring residue constrains the chains to a flat ribbon-like conformation: the atom-labeling scheme is illustrated in Figure 1 [3] . The conformation of the hydroxymethyl group is defined by noting the placement of the O6-C6 bond with respect to the O5-C5 and C4-C5 bonds. If O6-C6 is gauche to O5-C5 and trans to C4-C5, then the conformation is called gt, and the other two possibilities being gg and tg. In cellulose I, the hydroxymethyl groups are oriented in the tg conformation so that their O6 atom points toward the O2 hydroxyl groups of the neighboring residue, thus generating a second inter-residue hydrogen bond. The main difference between I α and I β is the relative stagger of the sheets with respect to each other in the chain direction. The I α phase is considered to be less stable than the I β phase, because it can be irreversibly converted to I β by hydrothermal treatment [4, 5] .
Depending on the application, raw cellulosic material is pretreated or processed so that the cell wall architecture is disrupted and so that the cellulose crystal structure is transformed from Figure 1 . A schematic representation of a cellulose chain showing the atomlabeling scheme, the torsion angles, Φ and ψ, that define the conformation of the glycosidic linkage and the torsion angle χ that defines the conformation of the hydroxymethyl group. C atoms are colored gray, O atoms are colored black, and H atoms are not represented for clarity. The chain is oriented in the "up" direction with residues 1 to 4 increasing in height [3] . cellulose I to another crystal phase. In particular, the processes of regeneration and mercerization with alkali yield cellulose II, a monoclinic P2 1 phase (a = 8.10Å, b = 9.03Å, c = 10.31Å, α = β = 90°, and γ = 117.10°) with two antiparallel chains in the unit cell [6] [7] [8] . During this irreversible conversion, the hydroxymethyl groups rotate from the tg to the gt conformation so that an interresidue hydrogen bond is lost, but new inter-sheet hydrogen bonds are established. Cellulose II has some improved material properties compared to cellulose I that make it preferable for some textiles and pulp derived materials.
Processing cellulose I and cellulose II with ammonia yields cellulose III I and cellulose III II , collectively referred to as cellulose III. Cellulose III I is a monoclinic P2 1 phase (a = 4.450 Å, b = 7.850 Å, c = 10.31 Å, α = β = 90°, and γ = 105.10°) with one chain in the unit cell [9, 10] . Although the chains are parallel, as in cellulose I, the hydroxymethyl groups are in the gt conformation and there is inter-sheet hydrogen bonding as in cellulose II. The structure of cellulose III II has not yet been reported. Again a number of industrial applications in the fields of textile, paper and pulp are based on the improved material properties of cellulose III. Recently, Ammonia Fiber EXplosion (AFEX) has been developed as an alternative to energy costly thermochemical pretreatments, in the conversion of biomass to fermentable sugars. Not only does this pretreatment disrupt the cell wall architecture, but cellulose III I has a far greater susceptibility to enzymatic hydrolysis than cellulose I [11] .
In this work we discuss how our X-ray and neutron diffraction studies on highly crystalline cellulose samples are beginning to provide an understanding of the underlying mechanism for the conversion of cellulose I to cellulose III I . Understanding this conversion is important because it is a way of activating cellulose for enzymatic hydrolysis [11] . In particular we shall discuss the implications of our reported intermediate complex of ammonia with cellulose I [12] .
EXPERIMENTAL
The preparation of highly oriented fibers of crystalline cellulose I, ammonia-cellulose I, and cellulose III I has been previously described [1, 9, 10, [12] [13] [14] . Briefly, the cellulosic mantles of tunicate (Halocynthia roretzi) were used to prepare almost pure cellulose I β samples. The algal cell walls of green Cladophora seaweeds were used to prepare mixed samples of I α /I β that were used for subsequent conversion to cellulose III I . The Cladophora derived samples were placed in a cooled pressure vessel, ammonia gas was introduced until the samples were immersed in liquid ammonia, and the vessel was sealed and heated at 140 °C for 1 h. After cooling and allowing the ammonia gas to evaporate, the samples were washed with methanol and vacuum dried at 50 °C. The intermediate ammonia-cellulose I complex was trapped by following the same ammonia treatment as above, but this time placing the sample immediately in an X-ray vacuum camera after removal from the pressure vessel. Although both synchrotron X-ray and neutron data sets were collected from the cellulose I β and cellulose III I samples, only an X-ray data set was collected from the ammonia-cellulose I sample, using a laboratory X-ray generator, because of issues with sample stability. All of the diffraction data used to characterize the transition from cellulose I to cellulose III I have been assembled in Figure 2 .
The X-ray data were used to determine the positions of carbon and oxygen atoms through structure refinements using SHELX-97 [15] , Fourier omit maps to orient hydroxymethyl groups, and Fourier difference maps to locate ammonia molecules. The neutron data were used to locate labile hydrogen atoms involved in hydrogen bonding through F d -F h difference maps phased using the refined X-ray model and then subsequent refinement using SHELX-97, where F h and F d are structure factor amplitudes measured from hydrogenous samples and deuterated samples in which OH had been replaced by OD, respectively. Figure 2 . Top left inset, cellulose I β : the top half of the inset image is X-ray synchrotron data collected at ID2A at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), and the bottom half is the refined fit to the Bragg data. Bottom left inset, cellulose I β : the top half of the inset image is neutron data collected from hydrogenous (left) and deuterated (right) samples on D19 at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), and the bottom half is the refined fit to the Bragg data. Middle inset: X-ray data from ammonia-cellulose I collected using a vacuum camera on a Rigaku RU-200BH rotating anode X-ray generator. Top right inset, cellulose III I : the top half of the inset image is X-ray synchrotron data collected at ID2A at the ESRF, and the bottom half is the refined fit to the Bragg data. Bottom left inset, cellulose III I : the top half of the inset image is neutron data collected from hydrogenous (left) and deuterated (right) samples on D19 at the ILL, and the bottom half is the refined fit to the Bragg data.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Previous studies have shown that as cellulose I β is cooled or heated the lattice remains remarkably constant in the directions within the hydrogen bonded sheets, but contracts or expands in the a axis direction, the sheet stacking direction devoid of any strong hydrogen bonding interactions [5, 8] . Although weak C-H...O interactions are present in the sheet stacking direction they apparently do not prevent expansion at temperatures up to a transition point at about 200 °C [5] . During ammonia treatment we might therefore expect both the elevated temperature and pressure to allow ammonia molecules to penetrate in between the sheets, further lubricating the sheets and allowing them to slip with respect to each other to best accommodate the hydrogen bonding potential of these guest molecules.
The structure of the ammonia-cellulose I complex reveals that the sheets slip from their positions in cellulose I β in two directions; the sheets are shifted in the chain axis direction so that the stacked sheets are no longer staggered with respect to each other, and the sheets are also sheared perpendicular to the chain axis directions so that the sugar rings of chains in neighboring sheets no longer partially overlap and interact through C-H...O interactions, but rather the sugar rings stack directly on top of each other in hydrophobic stacks (Figure 3 ). This sheet slippage and also the rotation of the hydroxymethyl groups from the tg to the gt conformation, provides the guest ammonia molecules with many potential hydrogen bond interactions. It would appear likely that it is the need to accommodate the large hydrogen bonding potential of the ammonia molecules that drives the exact change in sheet stagger and hydroxymethyl group orientation.
In the intermediate ammonia-cellulose I complex the ammonia molecules act as bridges between the hydrogen bonded sheets. Each ammonia molecule can interact with four oxygen atoms O3, O3', O6, and O2', where a primed after the atom symbol indicates that the atom's chain is in a neighboring sheet. Thus one can define three different inter-sheet bridges O3...N...O3', O6...N...O3'. and O6...N...O2'. The O3 atoms and the ammonia molecules are connected in an extended zigzag chain of hydrogen bonds running perpendicular to the chain axis (Figure 4 ). This type of arrangement will be particularly strong because of its cooperative nature. However, this cooperative nature may also lead to a susceptibility to rapid or discontinuous change; breaking a few inter-sheet hydrogen bonds in ammonia-cellulose I may completely destabilize this phase. When the ammonia molecules evaporate, there is only a relatively small slippage of the hydrogen bonded sheets in combination with a small change in chain orientation. The hydroxymethyl groups maintain the same gt conformation. The ammonia bridge is replaced by an O6-H...O2' inter-sheet hydrogen bond (Figure 4) . Indeed, one can consider the conversion from the intermediate ammonia-cellulose I complex to cellulose III I as corresponding essentially to the conversion of O6...N...O2' to O6-H...O2' with minimal rearrangement of the packed chains as the lattice shrinks. However, when cellulose III I is heated so that the sheets have sufficiently mobility to slip significantly with respect to each other again, cellulose III I is converted back to cellulose I β .
In cellulose III I the alternating O6-H...O2' and O2-H...O6' inter-sheet hydrogen bonds correspond to an extended zigzag chain of hydrogen bonds. Both ammonia-cellulose I and cellulose III I therefore contain cooperative hydrogen bond chains that may add stability but also susceptibility to rapid change. The hydrogen bonded sheets persist throughout the transition from cellulose I to ammonia-cellulose I to cellulose III I , and the reverse transition from cellulose III I back to cellulose I; it is only their relative displacement and their stacking interactions that change.
CONCLUSION
X-ray and neutron diffraction studies have revealed a structural pathway for the conversion of cellulose I to cellulose III I . During this conversion the hydrogen bonded sheets of chains present in cellulose I slip with respect to each other, first to accommodate the hydrogen bonding potential of penetrating ammonia guest molecules in an ammonia-cellulose I complex. On evaporation of the ammonia molecules from the intermediate complex, there is a relatively small slippage of the sheets as the inter-sheet O6...N...O2' ammonia bridge is replaced by an O6-H...O2' inter-sheet hydrogen bond, and cellulose III I is obtained. When cellulose III I is heated, it converts back to cellulose I. Both ammonia-cellulose I and cellulose III I have extended chains of cooperative hydrogen bonds that may add to their susceptibility to rapid change. Cellulose III I has a relatively open crystal structure that is highly activated for enzymatic hydrolysis. Ammonia treatment can be thought of as swelling naturally occurring cellulose into a metastable phase with a more open crystal structure that converts back to its original form when heated.
